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Precise control of the global rotation of strongly coupled ion plasmas
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Rotating asymmetric electric fields have been applied to control the rotation frequency~and hence
the density! of non-neutral plasmas, which are confined in Penning-type traps and have relaxed
close to thermal equilibrium characterized by a global rigid-body rotation. ‘‘Infinite’’ confinement
times and density compression were first reported for uncorrelated plasmas of;108 Mg1 ions with
temperatures ranging from 1 K to 53104 K (4 eV! @Huanget al., Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 875~1997!#.
In this paper, the rotating field technique has been applied to control strongly coupled plasmas of
;105 9Be1 ions which are laser-cooled to millikelvin temperatures so that the plasma freezes into
a solid with a crystalline lattice. Here, Bragg diffraction peaks from crystals provide an accurate way
of measuring the rotation frequency, and it is observed that the plasma rotation can be phase locked
to the applied rotating field without any slip. In essence, these corotating plasmas have reached
thermal equilibrium with the rotating field, and the azimuthally asymmetric boundaries of the
equilibrium states have been measured experimentally. Both rotating dipole and quadrupole fields
have been used to provide this precise control of the plasma rotation. However, the effectiveness of
the dipole field depends on the presence of multiple ion species. With the rotating dipole field,
density compression to near the Brillouin limit and increase of the rotation frequency to near the
cyclotron frequency have been achieved.@S1070-664X~98!91105-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unneutralized plasmas with a single sign of charge
often confined in Penning-type traps1,2 for a variety of ex-
periments including plasma physics,3 Coulomb crystal
studies,4,5 precision spectroscopy,6,7 antimatter research,8,9

and storage of highly charged ions.10 Since there is an aver
age radial electric field, these trapped non-neutral plas
undergo a global (E3B) rotation about the magnetic fiel
axis. In principle, perfect confinement can be obtained in
ideal trap with cylindrical symmetry due to conservation
~canonical! angular momentum.11 In practice, background
neutral molecules12–14and static field asymmetries12,15–18ex-
ert an ambient drag on the rotating plasma, causing s
expansion and eventual particle loss. Radiation pres
from laser beams has been used to balance the angular
mentum loss and to vary the plasma rotation frequency.19,20

However, this method is limited to the few ion species who
atomic transitions are accessible by a laser, and is not pre
due to laser power, frequency, and pointing fluctuations.
cently, azimuthally asymmetric~‘‘rotating wall’’ ! electric
fields rotating in the same sense as the plasma have
used to exert a torque on Mg1 plasmas with temperature

*Paper gTuaI2-2 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.42, 1876~1997!.
†Invited speaker.
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ranging from 1 K to 53104 K (4 eV!, resulting in steady-
state confinement and density compression.21–23 For these
uncorrelated plasmas, the stabilized rotation frequency
somewhat less than that of the rotating field, with a s
frequency which increases with the plasma temperature.22

In this paper we show that rotating wall electric field
applied to a Penning trap with quadratic potentials can c
trol the rotation of laser-cooled, crystallized9Be1 plasmas
without slip, thus extending the applicability of this tec
nique from uncorrelated plasmas to strongly coup
systems.24 Precise control of the plasma rotation is importa
for some applications. As an example, the second-order D
pler ~time dilation! shift due to rotational velocity in a Pen
ning trap atomic clock can be minimized by stabilizing t
rotation at a particular frequency.7 Both axially independent
dipole and quadrupole fields in the plane perpendicular to
magnetic field have been used to provide this precise con
of the plasma rotation. However, experimental evidence s
gests that the effectiveness of the dipole field requires
presence of more than one ion species or other nonidea
fects.

The rotating field control, which relies on ion-ion inte
actions, is fundamentally different from the sideband cool
or ‘‘axialization’’ techniques, where rf fields convert single
6
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1657Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Huang et al.
particle magnetron motion into damped axial or cyclotr
motions.25–27 The steady-state sideband-cooled radius of
magnetron motion depends on the strength of the rf field
the damping rate of the motion to which the magnetron m
tion is being coupled. In general, the rotation control will
of limited precision and may be effective only for low rot
tion frequencies where the space-charge field is weak.28 In
contrast, the rotating fields interact with ions near the plas
surface, creating a small-amplitude traveling wave. T
torque due to this wave is then transferred to the plas
interior through ‘‘viscosity’’ or strong ion-ion Coulomb cou
pling, which acts to bring the plasma to the same rotat
frequency as the applied field.29

In the present experiment, side-view images show t
the plasma shape, which is determined by the rotation
quency, can be varied by slowly changing the rotating fi
frequency for both weakly and strongly coupled plasm
When the plasma is sufficiently cold and crystalline lattic
are formed, Bragg diffraction provides a more accurate m
surement of the rotation frequency. It is observed that
lattice and its orientation can be stable for longer th
30 min (;108 rotations!, and its rotation can be phas
locked to the rotating field during this time. In essence, th
corotating plasmas have reached a novel global ther
equilibrium,29 where the rotation frequency~and hence the
density! is set precisely by the external drive. For the rotati
quadrupole field we have measured the triaxial ellipsoi
surface of this equilibrium state for oblate~pancake-like!
plasmas, and found quantitative agreement with the ana
cal theory. For the rotating dipole field applied to plasm
with contaminant ions we have observed the expected as
metric distribution of the9Be1 ions in close agreement wit
Monte Carlo simulations. Control of the global rotation h
been achieved for nearly all allowed rotation frequenc
with the use of the rotating dipole field.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows the apparatus with its optical diagnos
and schematics of the rotating dipole and quadrupole fie
The trap consists of a 127 mm long stack of cylindric
electrodes at room temperature with an inner diamete
40.6 mm, enclosed in a 1028 Pa vacuum chamber. The un
form magnetic fieldB054.46 T is aligned parallel to the
trap axis within 0.01°, giving a9Be1 ~chargee and massm)
cyclotron frequencyV5eB0 /m52p37.61 MHz. An axi-
symmetric trapping potential (mvz

2/2e)@z22(x21y2)/2# is
generated near the trap center by biasing the central e
trodes to a negative voltage2V0. At V051 kV, the single-
particle axial frequencyvz is 2p3799 kHz and the magne
tron frequencyvm5(V2AV222vz

2)/2 is 2p342.2 kHz.
The z-independent rotating fields are generated by apply
properly phased sinusoidal voltages of amplitudeVw to the
six-fold azimuthal sectors of the two compensation el
trodes, which are positioned symmetrically in the axial dire
tion with respect to the trap center.

We create9Be1 plasmas by ionizing neutral9Be atoms
in a separate trap~not shown! and then transferring the ion
to the main trap for experimentation.20 This procedure can be
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repeated several times to accumulate up to 106 ions. We
expect that essentially all the ions in the trap are sin
charged since the formation of doubly charged ions is en
getically forbidden. While the total charge in the trap is co
served after loading, the relative abundance of contamin
ions increases from,5% for a new cloud on a time scale o
20 h, presumably due to reactions between9Be1 ions and
background neutral molecules. By exciting ion cyclotr
resonances, we determine that the two main contaminan
species have mass 10 u and 26 u, where u is the ato
mass unit. These two species are likely to be BeH1 and
BeOH1, respectively. Unless noted, data presented in
paper are obtained on relatively clean clouds with,10%
contaminant ions.

The trapped9Be1 ions are Doppler-cooled by two lase
beams tuned slightly below the 2s 2S1/2(MI53/2,MJ51/2)
→2p 2P3/2(3/2,3/2) resonant transition frequency~wave-
length l'313.11 nm!.19 These laser beams also optical
pump most of the ions into the 2s 2S1/2(3/2,1/2) state. From
previous experiments,19,20 we estimate that temperaturesT
&10 mK can be obtained. HerekBT refers to the average
ion thermal energy in a frame rotating with the plasm
which is typically much smaller than the average kinetic e
ergy in the global rotation (;102 K!. The axial cooling
beam~waist diameter'0.5 mm, power'50 mW!, directed
parallel toB0 as shown in Fig. 1, cools the ion thermal m
tion while not affecting the global rotation. A second las
beam~not shown in Fig. 1! with a much smaller waist diam
eter ('0.07 mm! is directed perpendicular toB0 and is used

FIG. 1. Schematic side-view of the cylindrical trap with real-space imag
optics and Bragg diffraction detection system. Cross sections of the rota
dipole and quadrupole field~in the x-y plane! are shown separately in the
two insets.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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1658 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Huang et al.
to compress the plasma and vary the rotation frequency.
beam is turned off during the Bragg scattering measu
ments.

When the cloud reaches thermal equilibrium at the
cryogenic temperatures, the plasma Debye length beco
much smaller than its diameter 2r 0 and axial length 2z0. The
influence of image charges is negligible here due to the sm
dimensions of the plasma compared to the trap rad
(,10%!. Consequently, the plasma forms a uniform dens
spheroid, bounded byz2/z0

21(x21y2)/r 0
251, with a rigid-

body rotation frequency v r in the range vm,v r

,(V2vm).20 The particle densityn0 is determined fromv r

according tovp
2[e2n0 /e0m52v r(V2v r), wherevp is the

plasma frequency.20 The maximum density~Brillouin limit !
nB[e0B0

2/2m55.93109 cm23 occurs atv r5V/2, the con-
dition for Brillouin flow. In the frame rotating with the
plasma, (xr ,yr ,z), the ev3B Lorentz force gives rise to a
radially confining pseudo-potential, and the effective vacu
trapping potential becomes

F r5
mvz

2

2e
@z21b~xr

21yr
2!# , ~1!

whereb is the radial trapping strength defined as

b[
1

2S vp
2

vz
2

21D 5
v r~V2v r !

vz
2

2
1

2
.0 . ~2!

The parameterb determines the aspect ratioa[z0 /r 0 of the
spheroid.20,29 We use an f/5 imaging system to detect res
nantly scattered photons from the cooling beams and
duce a side-view image of the9Be1 ions. From this side-
view image, we measurea and obtainv r andn0.

For the typical conditions ofT&10 mK and n0*
43108 cm23, we obtain a Coulomb coupling parameter

G[S e2

4pe0 aWS
D 1

kBT
.200 , ~3!

where the Wigner–Seitz radiusaWS is defined by 4paWS
3 /3

[n0
21 . This strong ion-ion coupling results in the formatio

of crystalline lattices, which are body-centered cubic~bcc! in
nearly spherical plasmas (a'1) with ion number
N*23105.4,5 As shown in Fig. 1, Bragg-scattered ligh
from the axial cooling beam is detected with a charg
coupled device~CCD! camera near the forward-scatterin
direction since the wavelength is much smaller than the
tice spacing (l!aWS).

4 After passing through the trap, th
axial cooling beam is deflected away from the lenses coll
ing the Bragg-scattered light.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSES

A. General results for both rotating fields

When the rotating fields are first applied, their rotati
frequencyvw is set close tov r so that they interact strongl
with the plasma. By measuring the photon scattering r
from the cooling beams for a fixed laser frequency, which
a function of the ion temperature, we have established
the ion temperature does not change significantly with
application of the rotating fields. Since the rotating fiel
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typically cause less than 1% shape distortion to the plas
~see later discussions!, the plasma rotation frequencyv r can
still be inferred from the aspect ratioa within the 5% uncer-
tainty of this method. Furthermore, becauseF r depends
weakly on the ion mass forv r!V/2 as shown in Eq.~2!, a
multispecies plasma essentially has the same charge dist
tion as a pure9Be1 plasma except for the effect of centrifu
gal separation, in which the heavier ions tend to occupy
sitions at larger radii.30 With a sufficiently large rotating field
amplitudeVw , we are able to vary the plasma aspect ra
~and hencev r) by slowly changingvw . Figure 2 showsv r

as determined from the side-view images versusvw with
both the rotating dipole and quadrupole fields and for sev
plasmas with particle numberN,73104 andv r!V/2. The
plasma rotation frequencyv r tracksvw closely within the
experimental accuracy, demonstrating external control of
plasma rotation by the rotating fields. The data of Fig. 2 w
obtained at low temperatures (T&10 mK! with the axial
cooling laser on continuously. However, we are also able
control the plasma rotation with the laser tuned far below
atomic transition frequency or blocked for short periods
time (;1 min!. Under these conditions, we expect signi
cantly higher plasma temperatures~up to T;10 K! so that
the plasma is only weakly correlated (G;0.2).

For a more accurate determination ofv r , we use the
time dependence of the laser light Bragg-scattered from
rotating crystals.4,5 A gateable image intensifier, installed i
front of the CCD camera, allows the diffraction pattern to
recorded stroboscopically. Figure 3~a! shows a time-
averaged diffraction pattern of concentric rings from an a
proximately spherical plasma withN'7.53105. Even if this
pattern is from a single crystal, rings are observed becaus
the plasma rotation about the axial laser beam.4 With the
rotating field applied and controlling the plasma rotation,
trigger the intensifier synchronously with the rotating fie
opening the camera for 50 ns each 2p/vw period. This en-

FIG. 2. The plasma rotation frequencyv r versus the rotation frequencyvw

of the rotating fields. The frequencyv r is determined from the aspect rati
a of several plasmas with 200<V0<1000 V. Solid symbols are with the
quadrupole field and3 ’s are with the dipole field. The inset shows a typic
side-view image and its boundary fit to an ellipse~dashed line!, giving a
andv r .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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1659Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Huang et al.
ables the camera to record the diffraction pattern in the
frame of the rotating field. Figure 3~b! shows such a time
resolved pattern taken nearly simultaneously with Fig. 3~a!
and accumulated over;106 plasma rotations. The well
defined rectangular dot pattern demonstrates that the cr
is phase locked to the rotating field. In this work, we cou
determine phase-locked rotation whenB0 is aligned within
0.01° of the trap axis and forv r&V/20. This alignment is
obtained by minimizing the amplitude of zero-frequen
modes of the plasma.2 Furthermore, the structure and spa
ings of the crystalline lattice and its orientation with resp
to the laser beam can last longer than 30 min under
rotation control. For comparison, a particular Bragg scat
ing pattern typically changes after;1 min without the ro-
tating field control, perhaps due to effects from the plas
spin-down. With a weak rotating field amplitude or when t
trap axis is tilted a few hundredth of a degree with respec
B0, we cannot obtain phase locking but are able to stabi
the plasma rotation frequency close to the rotating field
quency with&1% slippage.

B. Quadrupole field control

With the rotating quadrupole field, which has a potent
}(y22x2)cos(2vwt)12xy sin(2vwt), the equilibrium plasma
surface is actually a spinning triaxial ellipsoid with thre
principal axes differing in length.29 Since the plasma is phas
locked withv r5vw , the combined vacuum trapping pote
tial in the rotating frame becomes

F r85
mvz

2

2e
@z21~b2d!xr

21~b1d!yr
2# , ~4!

whered5 f g Vw /V0>0 is the relative strength of the quad
rupole field andf g depends only on the trap geometry. He
electric fields from the ambient drag and image charges
neglected. The thermal equilibrium state in the frame ro
ing with the plasma is bounded byz2/z0

21xr
2/x0

21yr
2/y0

251
with x0>y0. The parallel and perpendicular aspect rat
(a i[z0 /y0 ,a'[x0 /y0) are determined by parametersb
andd.29 This shape produces a space-charge potential w

FIG. 3. Bragg diffraction patterns from a plasma phase locked to a rota
quadrupole field (v r5vw52p3140 kHz,n0'4.263108 cm23, a'1.1).
~a! 1 s time-averaged pattern. The long rectangular shadow is from
deflector for the incident beam; four line shadows that form a square are
to a wire mesh at the exit window of the vacuum chamber.~b! Time-
resolved pattern obtained by strobing the camera with the rotating
~integration time'5 s!. A spot is predicted at each intersection of th
rectangular grid lines for a bcc with a$110% plane perpendicular to the axia
laser beam. The grid spacings are determined fromn0 and are not fitted.
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cancelsF r8 within the equilibrated plasma. In this equilib
rium, each individual ion still undergoes a purely rotation
average motion as in the ordinary thermal equilibrium st
without the rotating field.

To obtain ana' significantly above one, we maximiz
the ratiod/b by reducingV0 to less than 200 V and settin
vw close to the magnetron frequencyvm . At these low ro-
tation frequencies and with only the perpendicular cool
beam, the contaminant ions are well mixed with the9Be1

ions, making the boundary of the fluorescing9Be1 ions co-
incide with that of the plasma. Side-view images of t
plasma are then recorded stroboscopically at different ph
of the rotating field. The radiusr lab of the side-view image is
expected to oscillate at 2vw , with an amplitude proportiona
to x02y0. Figure 4 shows a measurement ofr lab on a plasma
with a i'0.15 anda''1.4, rotating at 2.5 kHz (V0550 V,
Vw'185 V!. Excellent agreement between the theory a
data is exhibited, showing that the plasma is indeed equ
brated with the rotating quadrupole field.

We have measured the dependence ofa' on parameters
d andb. Figure 5~a! showsa' versusd at fixedb50.103.
Good agreement with the theory is obtained by fitting the
data for f g with the result f g'6.3831023. Figure 5~b!
showsa' versusb for fixed d'0.0159 using the calibrated
f g value. Excellent agreement is again observed, showing
rapid decrease to unity fora' asb is increased. Under typi-
cal conditions (V0>500 V, Vw<50 V, andvw>1.1vm ,
giving d,731024 and b.0.1), a'21 is less than 1%.
This small distortion, however, generates sufficient torque
phase lock the plasma rotation when the trap is nea
aligned with the magnetic field.

C. Dipole field control

We have examined rotation control using the dipole fie
with a potential}y sin(vwt)2x cos(vwt). Theoretically, this
field is not expected to provide rotation control for a sing
species plasma in a quadratic trap. Instead, it drives on
‘‘center-of-mass’’ orbital motion about the trap axis witho

g

e
ue

ld
FIG. 4. Oscillation of the plasma radiusr lab of the side-view image with the
rotating quadrupole field. The theory curve is calculated using the calibr
f g from Fig. 5~a!. The relative phase between the theory and data is
adjusted.
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1660 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Huang et al.
surface distortions and is decoupled from the internal plas
rotation. Experimentally, however, rotation control includin
phase locking similar to that from the quadrupole field
obtained with the rotating dipole field as discussed in
previous sections. While the asymmetric field from ima
charges induced by the center-of-mass motion could pro
the observed coupling to the plasma rotation, this field is
weak to be effective for our typical trap parameters.

Experimental evidence suggests that the coupling
tween the center-of-mass motion and plasma rotation is
vided by the contaminant ions. By measuring the plas
dynamic response under sudden changes of the dipole
frequency22 we have observed that the torque from the dip
field increases with time, presumably due to the grow
percentage of the contaminant ions. Figure 6 shows the
lution of plasma rotation frequency asvw/2p is suddenly
changed by65 kHz from 60 kHz ~magnetron frequency
vm52p342.2 kHz! at Dt50. The initial and final rotation
frequencies of the plasma are equal to that of the dipole fi
as determined from time-resolved Bragg scattering meas
ments. The intermediate data points are derived from
aspect ratio of the side-view images assuming that
plasma goes through successive thermal equilibrium st
during the evolution. The torque from the rotating dipo
field has clearly increased from the 1-h-old plasma with

FIG. 5. Dependence of perpendicular aspect ratioa' versus~a! rotating
field strengthd and ~b! radial trapping strengthb. Two plasmas are used
with 50<V0<100 V and 15<Vw<185 V. The geometric factorf g is cali-
brated in~a!.
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proximately 5% contaminant ions to the 2-h-old plasma w
twice as many contaminant ions.

The effect of the contaminant ions on the plasma can
understood in terms of their azimuthally asymmetric dis
bution with the rotating dipole field. For typical rotation fre
quencies and laser cooling conditions, these heavier cont
nant ions separate radially from the9Be1 ions and form a
nonfluorescent outer cylindrical layer without the rotati
field.30,31 As the plasma undergoes a driven center-of-m
circular motion with the rotating dipole field, the heavi
contaminant ions distribute preferentially farther from t
trap center than the9Be1 ions. In order for the contaminan
ions to be distributed away from the trap center and to h
rigid-body rotation, the plasma rotation frequency mu
match the rotation frequency of the dipole field~see discus-
sions below!. This produces a coupling between the driv
center-of-mass motion and the plasma rotation, enabling
rotating dipole field control. When the plasma reaches th

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the plasma rotation frequency under sud
changes of the dipole field frequency. Measurements on the same plas
and 2 h after loading are plotted.

FIG. 7. Oscillation of the positive radial boundaryxBe with the rotating
dipole field. The dashed curve is calculated for a pure9Be1 plasma and the
solid curve is obtained from the simulation shown in Fig. 8. The dipole fi
amplitude at the plasma is derived by fitting the data, while the rela
phase between the theories and data is not adjusted.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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1661Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Huang et al.
mal equilibrium with the rotating dipole field atv r5vw , the
average ion motion is simply a rigid-body rotation about t
trap axis atvw .

Figure 7 shows the positionxBe of the positive radial
boundary~at z50) from the side-view images of a plasm
containing about 12% contaminant ions and phased loc
with a dipole field rotating at 9 kHz~magnetron frequency is
2p38.4 kHz!. This measurement is obtained with the sa
stroboscopic technique that was used for the quadrupole
results. For these conditions, however, the contaminant
are well separated from the9Be1 ions due to the highe
rotation frequency. For a pure9Be1 plasma, a periodic os
cillation of xBe at vw is expected due to the center-of-ma
motion, as shown in Fig. 7. The data generally follow th
prediction except for the ‘‘clipping’’ ofxBe at certain phases
of the rotating dipole field.

A Monte Carlo simulation on the equilibrium distribu
tion of a two-species plasma~in the rest frame of the dipole
field! is shown in Fig. 8. The plasma is made of 1000 p
ticles with 88%9Be1 ~dots! and 12% contaminant ions hav
ing mass 26 u~open circles!, and is driven by a rotating
dipole field resulting in the same relative displacement a
Fig. 7. The plasma has a very oblate shape which enha
its center-of-mass displacement as shown in the side-vie
Fig. 8~b!. In the x-y distribution shown in Fig. 8~a!, the
overall charge is distributed nearly symmetrically with r
spect to the shifted plasma axis, while the9Be1 ions and the
contaminant ions are positioned asymmetrically inside
plasma. The boundary of the9Be1 ions is approximately
made of two arcs: one, bordering the vacuum, is centere
the plasma axis~the % symbol!, and the other, bordering th
contaminant ions, is centered on the trap axis~the cross!.
This shape explains the observed clipping ofxBe in Fig. 7.
The small discrepancy between the data and the solid c
in Fig. 7 is likely due to an overestimation of the percenta
of the contaminant ions from the side-view images witho
the rotating field.

When contaminant ions are present, it is advantageou
use the dipole rather than quadrupole field to control
plasma rotation because greater electric field strength a
plasma surface can be obtained for the same amplitudeVw

on the compensation electrodes. This is because the pla
dimensions are typically much smaller than the trap rad
and the dipole field decays much more gradually from
compensation electrodes than the quadrupole field. Rota
control in the rangevm,v r,(V2vm), which includes ro-
tational equilibrium near Brillouin flow (v r5V/2), has been
achieved using the rotating dipole field. Forv r;V/2, crys-
talline lattices are generally not observed, and the aspec
tio a depends only weakly on the rotation frequency. Ho
ever, we can inferv r by measuring the angle of the firs
Bragg scattering ring,uscatt, from ions in the shell structures
This angle is related to the Wigner–Seitz radiusaWS through

uscatt aWS'4.4 S l

2p D , ~5!

whereuscatt is in radian~see Ref. 4!. The Wigner–Seitz ra-
dius in turn is determined by the plasma rotation frequen
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Figure 9 shows the scattering angleuscattas a function of the
rotation frequency of the dipole field for two plasmas wi
different compositions of contaminant ions. With on
heavier contaminant ions~dots!, we can control the plasma
rotation frequency up to about 0.9V ~dotted vertical line!
corresponding to the frequency at which ions having m
10 u can no longer remain in the plasma. If we intentiona
create some lighter ions (3 ’s!, we are able to controlv r

FIG. 8. A Monte Carlo simulation of the thermal equilibrium distribution
a two-species plasma with the rotating dipole field. The plasma is mad
1000 particles with 88%9Be1 and 12% contaminant ions having mas
26 u, and has a coupling parameterG540. The trapping parameters are th
same as in Fig. 7.~a! The x-y distribution. Solid and dashed lines deno
boundaries of the9Be1 ions and the plasma, respectively.~b! The x-z dis-
tribution with ten times smallerz scale.
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through all allowed rotation frequencies. This observat
provides further evidence that the contaminant ions are
main coupling mechanism for the rotating dipole field. W
cannot, however, exclude the possibility that different no
ideal effects can cause sufficient coupling in other exp
ments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have shown experimentally that azimuthally asy
metric electric fields rotating in the same sense as the pla
can exert a torque that balances the ambient drag in
weakly and strongly coupled regimes, resulting in infin
confinement times. The torque from the rotating wall fie
acts to bring the plasma to the same rotation frequency as
applied field. For strongly coupled plasmas with laser co
ing, we obtain phase-locked rotation with the rotating fie
even though there is a finite ambient drag on the plas
This phase-locked rotation is possible presumably beca
crystallized plasmas are capable of sustaining some s
without structure breakup. As a result of this observation,
are now able to precisely control plasma properties such
density and boundary shape.

There are other methods to inject angular moment
into the plasma and vary the rotation frequency. For
ample, by exciting an azimuthally asymmetric mode th
travels in the same direction but faster than the plasma r
tion, v r can be increased very effectively due to the glo
coherent resonance.16,32 The challenge of this approach is
remain on resonance with the mode as the plasma rota
frequency is increased. It may also be difficult to balance
heating from the mode excitation. In addition, this meth
will probably not result in rotation control as precise as t
rotating field technique.

Substantial questions remain concerning the theore
models which give quantitative predictions for the torq
from the rotating fields.33,34 In the strongly coupled regime
such models that describe the experiment are lacking.

FIG. 9. The angle of the first Bragg scattering ring from shells versus
rotation frequency of the dipole field. Data from a plasma with only heav
contaminant ions are shown as dots.3 ’s are data from a plasma with som
lighter ions than9Be1.
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uncorrelated plasmas at higher temperatures, t
dimensional rotating fields may not be able to gener
enough torque to balance the ambient drag, and elec
fields with nonzeroz components may be required.22 Rotat-
ing field control of pure electron plasmas also needs furt
refinement to improve its capability.23

In the future, direct imaging of individual ions in a crys
tallized plasma may be possible because of the phase-lo
rotation. In addition, the increased crystal stability improv
the prospect of observing the solid–liquid phase transition
strongly coupled plasmas. Dynamics of the Brillouin flow
also an interesting area for investigation. Finally, it may
possible to influence the formation of crystalline lattices w
the rotating fields and other perturbations, enabling exte
control of the crystal orientation.
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